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s the busiest airport in Florida and a world-class,
global gateway to the most visited destination in the
U.S., Orlando International Airport (MCO) is meeting
the demands of record-setting passenger growth with the
largest construction project in airport history: the South
Terminal Complex (STC).
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Construction is underway with
crews working 7 days a week on the
terminal, which is the cornerstone
of the $4.2 billion, multi-year
MCO Capital Improvement
Program and is expected to be
complete in 2021. Phase I of
the project will add 19 gates
capable of accommodating up to
27 aircraft, including narrow body,
jumbo and super-jumbo jets.
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A critical element of the region’s economic growth, the
intuitive, three-level STC will accommodate travel for
10 million-plus additional passengers and connect to the
existing intermodal terminal facility (APM Complex). The
frst LEED®v4 airport campus in the world, the Complex is
designed with The Orlando Experience® in mind. Passengers
will be drawn from one element to the next – in a more
spacious and convenient environment that delivers on
customer care throughout.
(continued on back)

HIGHLIGHTS
THE INNOVATIVE STC FEATURES:
• 100% automated screening lanes in TSA checkpoint
• 100% facial recognition for international arrival
and departures
• A new method for arriving international passengers
to get their “Bags First” and expedite processing
for Customs and Border Protection in the Federal
Inspection Services (CBP/FIS)
• State-of-the-art Radio Frequency
Identifcation Technology (RFID) Tote
Baggage Handling System implemented
throughout for effcient tracking and
expedited function
• Simultaneous international and domestic
gate arrival operations
• Virtual ramp control for aircraft operations
• The frst fully integrated, multi-modal airport
terminal in the U.S. for rail-air-ground transportation

IN ADDITION, the terminal offers a top-level customer
arrival experience that immediately connects passengers to
the culture of Central Florida, including:
• Large-scale interactive digital media
as part of an imaginative visual experience
• Indoor and outdoor green spaces promoting
sustainability
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• Numerous amenities: shops, restaurants
and club/lounge facilities

